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A.bs t rac t~I f  variable boundary conditions are imposed on a stretched nonlinear elastic string, 
elementary methods of solution fail, in general. If shocks develope, c~aracterlmtic theory cannot be 
used &fte~" the shock forms. In the present note we examine the behsviour of the resultant wave motion 
,is[n~ (]odunov type numerical schemes with various P~emann solv~wrs. Approxlnzate R[emann solvers 
of the form ~ted  by Harten, Lax, and V~m Leer [6] are compared with an exact solver. Up to 
the first breakdown time, the solutions my be compared to the solution obtained from characteristic 
theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is known that for certain problems concerning the motion of a perfectly flexible hyperelastic 
string the solution may be described in terms of elementary wave patterns consisting of constant 
states, shock waves, and centered expansion waves. In [1], for example, the motion of a symmet- 
rical plucked string, fixed at each end, was described in this way, up to the time of first reflection. 
The particular wave pattern chosen as a solution to the problem, is, for given initial conditions, 
dependent on the form of constitutive quation adopted. If variable boundary conditions are 
introduced for problems of this type or if the solution is required beyond the first reflection, 
these simple solutions are no longer directly available. If shocks are absent, the governing equa- 
tions may be solved using characteristic theory, but once shocks occur an alternative method is 
required. 
There is a close connection between the elementary solutions described above and in [1] with the 
Riemann problem for the elastic string, see for example Shearer [2]. In turn, sequences ofRiemann 
problems are used in Godunov numerical schemes, and such schemes are widely used for shock 
capturing and shock propagation problems. In the simpler cases where one adopts ay a Mooney- 
Rivlin type constitutive equation and considers only longitudinal waves, the governing equations 
reduce to a p-system, SmSller [3]. Even in this case, the associated Riemann problems require 
the solution of nonlinear equations at each stage, and attempts have been made to approximate 
their solution, Vila [4]. In more realistic situations where one considers a constitutive equation, 
which gives an S shaped stress-stretch urve of the form suggested by Ogden [5], and considers 
both transverse and longitudinal waves, it becomes imperative to introduce approximate solvers. 
Harten, Lax and Van Leer [6] have shown how this may be done. 
In the present note, we examine the ideas in [6] by comparing various approximate solvers with 
an exact solver along the lines suggested by Vila [4] and applying the results to compute the 
solution of a simple problem for the elastic string. 
2. EQUATIONS FOR THE STRING 
Consider a perfectly flexible, uniform, hyperelastic string which in its undeformed configuration 
lies along the X axis, 0 _< X < Lo, with density p. If z(X,t) denotes the place occupied by the 
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particle, at time t, which originally was at X and we assume the string incompressible, then we 
have the set of conservation laws 
+. f (u )x  = 0 (2.1) 
governing the motion, u denotes the column vector (u, A) T, T denoting transpose, and j' the 
vector (-P(A)/p, -u) T. u and A are the velocity and stretch of the string respectively and 
Oz Ox 
u = : ox  (2a) 
The equations are in Lagrangian form and P(A) denotes the nominal tensile stress tangential to 
the string. The form of P(A) is dependent on the strain-energy function adopted for the elastic 
material, and we confine attention here to a Mooney-Rivlin material with 
P(A) = p {(A - A-2)(o~ + (1 - O~),~-l)} , 0 < Ot  < I, (2.3) 
where p is the infinitessimal shear modulus. The Neo-Hookean material is the special case when 
- 1. This gives rise to the convex case of the p-system referred to in [3], that is 
dP(A) 
d~ > O, dA---- Y-  < O, A > 1. (2.4) 
If the stretch is fairly small, say A _< 2.5, this form of stress-stretch relation is adequate. If larger 
stretches are to be considered, a constitutive quation of Ogden's [5] type has to he considered. 
The effect of this in the simpler cases was discussed in [1] and leads to additional complications 
including the loss of genuine nonlinearity. For the present discussion, we confine attention to the 
stress-stretch curve given by equation (2.3). It is sketched in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. Graph of P(A)/)~ 
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It is usual to non-dimensionalize the equations and we set 
= z /L ,  fC = X /L ,  
t 2 
= -£C~, ~ = u/Co, 
= P / .  
c$ = . /p 
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(2.5) 
12 S= ~u + P(s) ds, A_>I, (2.8) 
F=-uP(A) ,  A > 1, (2.9) 
S,+ Fx =O, 
and S is convex for A > 1. If generalized solutions are admitted, they are selected so that 
S,+Fx  <0,  
across discontinuities. 
3. THE R IEMANN PROBLEM AND GODUNOV SCHEMES 
The Riemann problem consists of finding solutions of equation (2.6) subject to the initial 
conditions 
f wL, x < 0, ,,(x,o) (3.1) 
wR, X > 0, 
with un,wa constant states. For the convex case, considered here the details may be found in [3]. 
We consider the curves 
r ± :u=uL~ C(s) ds, 
(3.2) 
S "l" : B -" U L ~ (A -- AL) { (P (A)  - P(AL) ) / (A  - AL)} 1/2 
When Lax's stability criterion is taken into account, the curves r +, A _~ At., r - ,  A ~ AL represent 
states that can be joined to ur. by a positive or negative xpansion wave respectively. Similarly 
S +, A ~_ AL, and S- ,  A _~ AL, represent states which can be joined to nL by a positive or negative 
shock. Here + or 2 denotes waves travelling in the positive X direction and - or 1 waves in 
the negative X direction. These curves are sketched in Fig. 2(a). IfnE(~-;wL,ua) is the exact 
solution to the Riemann problem, we are particularly interested in ~ = nE(0;nr.,nR). If 
I/: I TI = UL + C(s) ds , L (3.3) 
T2 = UL -- {(AR - AL)(P(AR) -- P(AL))) I/2 , 
and an entropy flux 
so that in smooth regions, 
There is an entropy function 
where L is a suitable length. 
On  making these substitutions and dropping the hats equation (2.1) becomes 
,~+l(,,)x=0, 0<x<~ -~°, t>0 (2.6) 
with v -- (u,A) T, f(a) = (-P(A),--U) T.  
If we differentiate out equation (2.6), we have a strictly hyperbolic system with eigenvalues, or
wavespeeds, ~C(A), C2(A) = dP(A)/d(A) with C2(1) = 3, and Riemann invaxiants 
/ ~ dz u q: C(s) ds = constant, along ~-  = :t:C(A). (2.7) 
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Figure 2. (a) Points reachable from fir. = UL by F ±, S ± and the four regions I, II, 
III, IV. (b) Curves F ± , S ± and their extensions. 
then, assuming -z  ¢uR we can determine the region in which i lies as follows, see Fig. 2(a). 
T2 < TI < u R : 
T2 < TI = u R : 
T2 < uR < TI : 
T2=uR<TI :  i=  lUL '  
I~R, 
ua<T~<7' l  : regionII.  
Once the region is fixed, we have nonlinear equations 
region IV, 
i=  ~UL' A<AL, 
L uR, A > AL, 
region I, if A > AL, 
region III, if A < AL, 
A<AL, 
A>AL,  
(3.4) 
to determine ft. For example, in region I
x 
=uL+f~ C(s) ds, 
L 
, ,n = ~ - (~R - ~) { (P (~)  - PC~n) ) / (~  - ~)} ' /~ • 
(3.5) 
Fig. 2(a) represents allowable expansion and shock waves. In the following, it is generally the 
backward extensions to these curves that are required. We use the same labels and it should be 
clear from the text which part is being referred to. 
On F +, ~ < 0 and on F - ,  ~ > 0. The same conditions do not hold on S*,  but it is known 
[3] that they are star-like with respect o u~. Yhrther, the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality shows 
that S -  lies below F-  for A < AL, and above it for A > AL. Similarly, S + is above F + for A < AL, 
below it for A > Ar~. A sketch is given if Fig. 2(b). The shock curves joining eL, uR are not 
interchangeable in the sense that they depend on whether we start at ,£  or uR. If we start at "R 
rather than uL,  the situation is sketched for later use in Figs. 3(a), 3(b). In this case we refer to 
the curves as F*, .~*. 
\ /  I " P 
Figure 3. (a) Points reachable from fir = UR, by ~.:1: ~±. (b) Curves I'±, S± and 
their extemiom. 
In solving the problem 
,~+l(u)x=O, -~<X<~,  t>O, 
(3.6) 
, , (x ,  o) = o (x ) ,  
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numerically, an X mesh size A is adopted with time steps denoted by in, n = 0, I, 2,.... We 
assume a numerical approximation v(X, t,) considered as a piecewise constant function 
w(X,t.) =o'~, X e L~, (3.7) 
where Li denotes the interval ((i - {)A, (i + ½)A) has been obtained at stage t = t,  and attempt 
to find w(X, tn+x). Assuming the Riemann problem considered above solved at each of the points 
of discontinuity of~(X,tn) we take the solution of 
+ I( ,Ox = O, -oo < X < oo, t. <_ t <_ t,.+~ 
(3.8) 
, , (x , t . )  =, , (x , t . ) ,  -oo < x < oo, 
8,8 
(X - ( i+½)A; t1~, t ,~+t) ,  XEL,+½, te[ t . , tn+l ] ,  (3.9) ~(x,,) = -E t 
for each i. To avoid interaction of the cells we require 
1 t~+i - t. (3.10) A]am~x[ < ~, A = A ' 
with [amsx[ the largest signal speed associated with any of the Riemann problems at this stage. 
If we define 
"~=X o(X)dX 
! (3.11) 
1 ~ .(X,t.+l)dz, n=O,1 ,2 . . .  ,~,+1 = X , 
then on integrating over a cell, X G Li, t E [t.,t.+l] we have 
• 7+1 = ¢ - A{f,+½ - f,_½} (3.12) 
with 
~/+} -- f (BE(0;I~ ,Ig~+l)  . (3.13) 
This is the Godunov scheme using an exact Riemann solver. 
It is well known that the exact Riemann solver is time consuming. In addition, Harten, 
Lax, and Van Leer [6] have noted that information is lost in the averaging procedure. Thus 
the exact Riemann solver UE(-~;XL,mR) is replaced with an approximate one ~(X;uL,UR) and a 
Godunov scheme constructed using w. If certain conditions are satisfied and the numerical scheme 
converges, then the limit solution satisfies the conservation laws and the entropy condition in the 
weak sense, see [6]. For the present problem, the approximate solver is 
l UL, X__ < aL 
(x I ' -  I# -~-;UL,UR = -LR, aL < x < aR, (3.14) 
.~, aR _< x,  
with 
aR-a - aLIL fR - IL (3.15) 
ULR -- aR -- aL aR -- aL 
Here aL, aR are lower and upper bounds for the signal velocity in the exact solution and ]L.R = 
I(IL,R). The numerical flux function which appears in equations (3.12), (3.13) is given by fLR 
where 
I IL, aL >_ 0 
fLR " ILR, aL < 0 < aa (3.16) 
IR, aa <_ 0 
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and 
- -  aLaR 
] i s  = as  aLL Is + aRaRa-L It`  + as -- a-"'-"~ (-R --UL). (3.17) 
Vila [4] has investigated the determination of at`, aR and noted that the convexity property of the 
expansion waves may be used to supply simple bounds. He has also suggested a second iterative 
scheme for an approximate Riemann solver. 
We discuss here the effect of various choices of at`, aR for the elastic problem. The expectation 
is that these schemes can be extended to deal with the more difficult elastic problems when S 
shaped stress-stretch urves are considered. We also discuss an iterative method for determining 
the exact Riemann solver based on Vila's ideas. One might expect that additional accuracy 
in the solver would lead to additional accuracy in the solution. On the other hand due to the 
averaging procedure decreasing the mesh size may have a greater effect. An attempt is made in 
the following to compare the various approaches. 
4. R IEMANN SOLVERS 
We consider the system (2.6) and suppose that the material is of Mooney-Rivlin type so that 
P(A) is determined from the non-dimensionalized form of equation (2.3). A range of Riemann 
solvers can be considered. As mentioned above, information is lost in the Godunov method due 
to averaging. If the X mesh, A, is fixed, the first time step is restricted by the fastest signal speed 
for the entire X interval, and again information is lost. An adaptive X mesh would improve the 
situation, but since our aim here is to compare various methods, we do not attempt it. 
Consider the approximate solver given by equations (3.14) through (3.17). Assuming A > 1 
since the string cannot sustain compression, o signal speed can exceed v~ and so we have crude 
bounds for at`, as ,  
aL = -x/'3, aa = V~. (4.1) 
This gives the simple scheme 
<,+1 = ,? _ - /7 , -1)  + ( ,h i  - 2,? + -L1) ,  (4.2) 
with ~i = f(n~), and 
A 
7"=tn+l--tn < 
2v " 
The bounds can be refined using the algorithm of section 3, equation (3.4). Suppose we wish 
to compute J~i+½ in equation (3.12). Then we require the solution of the Riemann problem of 
section 3 for u£ = ~,  uR = ~+t" On calculating 7"1, T2 in equation (3.3), we check whether v~ +1 
lies on one of the curves of Fig. 2(a), in which case we can assign a value to UE(0;~,~i+l) and 
hence to J~i+½, or whether it lies in one of the four regions hown in the figure. On considering the 
paths joining ut` = ~/ and uR = ~+1 and the convexity of the stress-stretch relation, we have 
reg ion I :a t`=-CL ,  aR = CL, 
region I I I :  at. = -Cs ,  aR = CR, (4.3) 
region IV :aL -Ct` ,  aa=CA,  
where of course Cr.,R = C(AL,R) = x/P'(Ar.,n). 
The bounds can be improved further, but it is then as easy to iterate to an exact solution as 
described below. Region II is a little more complicated. We use Vila's [4] ideas on convexity. The 
exact intermediate state UE lies at the intersection of the S-  curve through ur. and the S + curve 
through uE and uR. The S + curve may be replaced by the S+ curve through UR. The expansion 
curve F-  through uL lies above the S -  curve through the same point and the F+ curve through 
uR lies below the S+ curve through that point. The F- ,  F+ curves intersect at a point denoted 
E1 at 
UEI = ~ Ut .+uR+ C(s) ds (4.4) 
t .  
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and by construction 
• ~ _< k~. (4.5) 
To avoid solving a nonlinear equation for ~EI, we take the tangents to F-  at mL, F+ at mR 
and using convexity find a lower bound for A, A. say, by determining where the tangents meet 
u = uzl .  Thus we take 
A. = max{AL UL -- uBX UR-- UEX} 
CL , ~R + ~ • (4.6) 
We can then set 
aL -- -C . ,  aR = C,, C. = C(A.) ,  (4.7) 
for this region. If C. exceeds Vf3, we reset C, = rain(C,, Vf3). The full algorithm for each cell 
may be used, or we can introduce an overall bound 
aL = min(-CL, -CR, -C .  ), aR = max(CL, CR, C.), (4.8) 
for each cell. If we adopt the overall bound we have 
~+I  . A A 
" =' ,  - i -½(',  v~-x)), (4.9) ? ' (E+~-  E -0  + 5-(o,,+~(e,+~ - ~)  - ~ " -  
with cq+½ = max(CL, CR,C,) where the quantities in the bracket are e~luated as above for 
ur. -- ~ ,  uR = ~+1. The other quantities are described in equation (4.2). The scheme (4.9) is 
similar to the upwind and Roe schemes, Sod [7]. For the upwind scheme 
1 n 
0~i.4. } = C(~), ~ -- ~(~i "~- ~+l ) ,  (4.10) 
and in the Roe scheme 
,~,+A = O(~t, ~L, )  = {(P ( :~+, )  - P (~?) ) / (~+,  - ~?)} ' /2  
In each of these last schemes the last bracket in equation (4.9) has the form 
IA,+½I(,,,L, - - ? ) -  IA,_½ I(,,? - ~I'-,) 
where ifT-IAT = diag{~'1, r2}, rl, ~ real then ]AI = Tdiag{Ir11, [rnl}T -I. In the upwind case A 
represents the Jacobian off at (~+I +~) /2  and in the Roe case A = ALR where in the present 
caBe 
ALR = 1 0 " 
In order to compare the effect of the approximate solvers with a.u exact one, we provide an 
iterative procedure below, based on Vila's [4] ideas, which in general converges monotonely. We 
assume that the algorithm of equations (3.4) is used to decide, given Ir~, which region uR lies in, 
and attempt o find the intermediate state ~. We use the notation 
B(~o,~#) = 
c(~o,~#) = 
ca= 
f~ia O(s) ds 
{(Ao - ~) (P (~o)  - p (~) )} i /2 ,  
{(P(~o) - P(~) ) / (~,  - ~)}1/2 ,  
c(~o), 
(4.12) 
and refer to Figs. 2(a), 2(b) for reference to the curves F ± , S . If uR is the starting point we 
refer to the curves F~', S~" described in section 3. We use the suffix E to denote that we are 
approximating the exact solution. 
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Region IV: the convexity of the curves r - ,  r + allows a simple linear approximation. 
For n >_ O, 
UE,0 : UL, AE,O - "  AL, 
uE,.+t = uE,. + I(AE,., ~E,.+t), 
(4.13) 
AE,.+~ = AE,,, + (u. - um,.)/CE,. ,  
with u. = {UL + ua + I(AL, AR)}/2. 
Region I: We refer to Fig. 4 in this case. For A _< AR, the ['+ curve through uR lies below the 
S+ curve and meets the I ' -  curve through uL at say u = UE,I, UE,t < u~. To avoid solving 
a nonlinear equation for A, let the tangent uz to F-  meet u = UE,t at A = AT,1 say and this 
vertical ine meet I ' -  through uL at WL,I and .~+ through mR at ULR,,. The straight line joining 
UR,mLR,a lies above S+ through UR (the star like property) and cuts u = uE,1 at A = AE,X. Then 
we take mE,1 = (UE,,, AE,1) as a first approximation. The process is iterated to get for n >_ 0, 
UL,O "" UL, UR,O ---- UR, AL,O = AL, AR,O = AR 
UE,n+I "-- {UL,n "+ UR,n "b I(AR,n, AR,n)} /2 ,  
AL ,n+I  = AL, n @ (UE ,n+I  -- tLL,n)/CL,n, 
'~E,n+l  "- ~R -- (UE ,n+I  -- UR) /C("~R,"~L ,n+I ) "  
(4.14) 
The auxilfiary values are given by 
UL,n+l  --  UL,. "}- I(AL,n, AL,n+t)  
UR,n+l = UR + B(AR,AE,n+t 
(4.15) 
where AR,.+t = "~E,--I-I and CL,. = C(AL,.). [u 
u:u., 
[ I I - "YR  
U L 'kf~.T,1 ,k--~, E, 1 
Figure 4. Sketch of approximat ing curves and associated points for region I. Note 
that  i~ de~otes the vector u = (u,  ~). 
The assumption in the above is that the sequence of curves f'+ drawn from successive points on 
the curve .~+ through IR do not intersect and hence give rise to a monotone increasing sequence 
{uE,n}. At any point to the left of .~+ where two such F+ curves are both defined, they have 
the same slope so it is necessary only to show that any such curve does not intersect S+ again. 
Suppose then ua lies on the curve S+ through UR(AA < AR). Then if A < AA and (ut, ~) lies on 
.~+ through uR and (u2, A) on I'+ through uA we have 
ut = uR + B(AR, A), 
u2 = UA -- I(AA, A), 
(4.16) 
so that Ul = 112 when A = AA. Since 
O(Ul - u2) = -{c (~)  - C ( ,~ , ,~R)}2/2C( ,~, ,~R)  < 0 
O,X 
for A < AA, then ul > u2 as required. 
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Region III is very similar to I and the iterates are obtained by interchanging L and R and 
replacing I(.,-), C.,,, C(., .), B(., .), by their negatives. 
Region II is more difficult. Consider first the case when AL < Aa. Before supplying the 
iterative sequence, we note the following. Suppose A = A., As < A.AL, where as usual wE is 
the correct intermediate state and lies at the intersection of S -  curve through ur. and the S+ 
curve through ~/R,ws. If A = A, meets S-  at A, S+ at B and the F- curve through A and the 
S+ curve through B meet at st) then Uo < us and ou 
From the definition of us we have 
UL -- B(AL, AB) = UR + B(AR, AE) 
so that 
1 
UE = ~{U£ -- B(AL,AB) + ua + B(AR, AE)} 
1 
uo = ~{UL -- B(AL, A.) 4" uR + B(Aa, A.)}. 
0.0 1 
aAo = {K(AL,A.)-  K(AR, A.)}, 
Then 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4 .19)  
where K(Aa, A#) = C(Aa, A#) + C~(A~)/C(Aa, A~). From the form of the stress stretch relation 
8K(A.,Aj) SA~ > 0 if Aa > Ap and the result follows. If a sequence of approximants us,,  exists in the 
following, then they will form a sequence increasing to u~. 
We then proceed, with minor modifications as before. With A£ < Aa, let A = At. meet the 
S+ curve through mR,w~ at mR,0. uB,, is then found by taking the intersection of the F- curve 
through uL and the F+ curve through uR,0. Again, to avoid a nonlinear equation for A let the 
tangent o r+ at uR,o meet u - us,1 at AT,1. The line A = AT, X meets S+ through mR at URL,i 
and the line joining reaL,1 to wa cuts u = uS,x at A = A£,x. In turn the vertical ine A = As,~ 
meets the S-  curve through wr. at IL,1 and the S+ curve through uR at uR, i. The process is then 
repeated. With ua,0 defined above, we then have, for n _> 0, 
where A£,.  = AL, . .  
UL,O = UL, AL,O = AL, 
uE,.+x = (u . , .  + uR,.)/2, 
AT,.+, = As,.  + ( , , . , .  - uE, .+x)/Ca, . ,  
AE, .÷I  = AR - ("E,n-i-I -- -R ) /C(AR,  AT,.÷1) 
UL,.÷I = U L -- B(AL,  AE,n-}.I), 
uR,.+, = u .  + B(AR, Az,.+x), 
(4.20) 
There are two modifications required. If the first approximation to uz is not sufficiently 
accurate, it is possible that AE,x 1~ AL. Then the nonlinear equations must he solved directly. It 
is also not evident hat {AT,n} is a monotone increasing sequence. The difficulty is overcome by 
setting 
AT,. -" max{AT,n,  AT , . - I ) .  (4.21) 
The case AL = Aa supplies uE exactly at the first iteration and the procedure iseasily modified. 
If AL > AR the positions of L and R are interchanged. 
5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
To compare the various chemes, consider the string governed by the non-dimensional equations 
of section 2. It is convenient to take the characteristic length L = Lo/2. If the string is stretched 
along the X axis, fixed at the right end, and a variable boundary condition applied at the left 
end, we then have the initial and boundary conditions. 
u(X,O)=O, A(X ,O)=Ao>I ,  0_<X<_2, 
F0 sin(wt), 0 < t < z'/w, 
u(0,t) = 0, t > (5.1) 
- (2 ,0  = o. 
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Characteristic theory implies that up 
positive characteristic, labelled r, r(0, t) = t, 
= F0 
L x(r) C(s) ds = -Fo sin(wr), o 
x = - 
Possible breakdown times are given by 
to the time of shock formation, or reflection, that along a 
tB = ' r  -- C'>{A(r)}/dC~A('r)) . .~r (Fo sin(wr)), 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
xB = - 
with initial breakdown being given by 
t. = min tB, (5.4) 
0<r<r /w 
if a shock occurs. The lower and upper envelope of the characteristics an be computed after 
the shock forms. Since the characteristics and lower envelope are easily calculated numerically, 
we use the solution in this way as a check, at least until shortly after the shock forms. The 
discontinuity given by the lower envelope is then slightly faster than the actual shock. 
We have then characteristic theory up until slightly after the shock forms. From the approx- 
imate methods we can use (i) the rough approxiamtion given by equations (4.1), (4.2), (ii) the 
approximation given by equations (4.8) used globally, that is the maximum taken over all cells in 
a given time interval or (iii) the same approximation but now computed for each cell or (iv) the 
approximation given by equations (4.3), (4.7) in each cell and for each region with the algorithm 
of equation (3.4). Finally (v) we can use the exact Pdemann solver of section 4. The following 
examples are run for the Neo-Hookian material, a = 1 in equation (2.3). 
As a first example, we take 
F0=l ,  w=4,  , /0=2 (5.5) 
in equation (5.1). An X mesh A = 0.01 was used for schemes (i)-(v) with r /A  = 0.25. This last 
quantity is not optimal and is used only to allow comparison. The experiment was repeated for 
schemes (i)-(iv) with A = 0.0025. In each group, there is gradual improvement in the result as 
we move from scheme (i) to (v) in the first case with (iv) and (v) virtually identical. The same 
is true in the second group, and we show only the extreme results. For t = 1.45 the results are 
given in Figs. 5 and 6 where schemes (i), (v) for A = 0.01 and (iv) for A = 0.0025 are shown. 
The solution from characteristic theory is also shown. 
The experiment was repeated for a higher frequency input with 
F0=0.5, w=8, ,X0=2. (5.6) 
The results for the same values of A and the same schemes are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, at 
t = 1.64, shortly after shock formation. 
It is possible to run the schemes through reflection. At reflection, t = 1.90, Fig. 9 shows 
the velocity profiles obtained for schemes (i), (v), (va), A = 0.01 and scheme (iv), A = 0.0025. 
Scheme (va) is scheme (v) but incorporates exact values from characteristic theory just before 
shock formation as starting values. Fig. 10 shows the reflected velocity wave at t = 2.58 using 
schemes (i) and (v) for A = 0.01, (iv) for A = 0.0025. 
6. CONCLUSION 
Several approximate Riemann solvers have been investigated above for use in applying Godunov 
schemes to simple nonlinear elastic wave propagation problems on an elastic string. These solvers 
range from extremely approximate to exact. The exact solver, though an improvement over 
solving nonlinear equations at each stage, is still time consuming. 
It appears from the numerical experiments hat accuracy improves as more exact solvers are 
used. However even the simplest solvers give a more accurate answer with a large number of 
mesh points and are much quicker. 
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